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 The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines a 
brand as a "name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a 
combination of them intended to identify the goods and 
services of one seller or group of sellers and to 
differentiate them from those of other sellers.

 Therefore it makes sense to understand that branding is 
not about getting your target market to choose you over 
the competition, but it is about getting your prospects to 
see you as the only one that provides a solution to their 
problem.





This the part of the brand that describes what your 
organization does and for whom, what your unique 
value is and how a customer benefits from working 
with you or your product/service, and what key 
differentiation you have from your competition. Once 
you've defined your brand position, make it available in 
25, 50, and 100 word versions.

Brand POSITION



 The Brand Promise is the single most important thing that 
the organization promises to deliver to its customers—
EVERY time. To come up with your brand promise, consider 
what customers, employees, and partners should expect 
from every interaction with you. Every business decision 
should be weighed against this promise to be sure that a) 
it fully reflects the promise, or b) at the very least it does 
not contradict the promise.

 .

Brand PROMISE



Brand Traits illustrate what the organization 
wants its brand to be known for. Think about 
specific personality traits you want prospects, 
clients, employees, and partners to use to 
describe your organization. You should have 
4-6 traits (5 is ideal), each being a single term 
(usually an adjective)

Brand PERSONALITY .





The Brand Story illustrates the organization's history, 
along with how the history adds value and credibility to 
the brand. It also usually includes a summary of your 
products or services.



Brand STORY



 Brand Associations are the specific physical 
artifacts that make up the brand. This is 
your name, logo, colors, taglines, fonts, 
imagery, etc. Your brand associations must 
reflect your brand promise, ALL of your 
brand traits, and support your brand 
positioning statement.

Brand ASSOCIATIONS



 Protectability
 The brand elements should be protectable in legal as well 

as in competitive sense. In case the company goes 
international, there is even more legal protection and 
registrations to be considered. Protectability is not only 
about the legal actions, but also protectability concering
the competitors, meaning can the competitors legally 
adapt to your brand and in that way decrease your value in 
the market. The Swatch logo and brand is registered and 
as a part of a big and powerful group, Swatch is properly 
legally protected.




In marketing, brand loyalty comprises of a consumer's 
commitment to repurchase the brand and can be demonstrated 
by repeated buying of manufactured goods or services or other 
positive conducts such as word of mouth advocacy. True brand 
loyalty involves that the consumers are willing, at least on event, 
to put aside their own needs in the interest of the brand.

 True brand loyalty exists when customers have a high relative 
attitude toward the brand which is then exhibited through 
repurchase behavior. This type of loyalty can be a great asset to 
the firm: customers are willing to pay higher prices, they may 
cost less to serve, and can bring new customers to the firm.

Brand Loyalty



 A company's image is what makes it stick in the minds 
of potential customers. An image is conveyed by the 
company's colorful logos, its artistic designs, creative 
Web site, and business cards, but it goes deeper than 
that. The look of your image backs up the corporate 
culture you've established inside and outside your 
firm. It's what you want to convey about yourself, 
your business, your product, your work ethic, and 
your professionalism combined with the strategy 
you've developed to reach your target audience.

Company image



 Repeat purchases are important because advertising 
is very expensive. If a business can maintain enough 
customers through repeat purchases to remain 
profitable it will avoid huge costs that would have 
been incurred if further advertising had been 
necessary to attract new customers. Also a 
developing brand loyalty of customers not only brings 
the immediate cost of the product purchased to the 
business, but also the revenue from future sales made 
by the customer.

Repeat purchase  



 1. What is a brand?

 2.What is branding?

 3.Explain the five factors that define a brand?

 4. What might be the similarities and differences 
between brand loyalty and repeat business?

 5.Brand loyalty is the strongest measure of a brand’s 
value. Discuss the three main reasons why brand 
loyalty is important.
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